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Jorge Cardoso is a very prolific Argentine
composer: he composed more than 350 works for

guitar of various nature. The Milonga is a folk
dance originating in Uruguay, which derives from
the Habanera. It is also related to the Argentine
Tango, even if in fact are two different dances.

This Milonga by Jorge Cardoso is very passionate
and romantic, as should be the South American
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jorge cardoso [full name: jorge ruben cardoso
krieger] is a classical guitarist, composer,

researcher, medical doctor (national university of
cordoba, argentina) and teacher (madrid royal

conservatory). he has performed in europe,
america, asia and africa, and has frequently

participated in international festivals,
conferences, seminars, radio and television.

milonga is a duet between two instruments. it is
accompanied by the musician that sings the
music contrapuntally with other instruments:

string quartet, for example. in a milonga there are
four movements, in a duet two. each of the four

movements have a question and answer. a
milonga is a lyrical minstrel song-songs with lyrics
that tells stories about real or imaginary historical
events. contrapunto or counterpoint means music

in the form of a musicial duel (question &
answer). over time, dance steps and other

musical influences were added to the milonga,
eventually giving rise to the tango. a milonga is a
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duet for the piano and guitar. set at a lively 2/4
tempo, often including syncopated musical

improvisation. in the duet jorge cardoso writes
many guitar duets for various instruments.

milonga (uruguay) is a duet for the piano and
guitar. notea milonga is a lyrical minstrel song-
songs with lyrics that tells stories about real or

imaginary historical events. contrapunto or
counterpoint means music in the form of a

musicial duel (question & answer). over time,
dance steps and other musical influences were
added to the milonga, eventually giving rise to

the tango. 5ec8ef588b
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